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INTRODUCTION
Not knowing exactly
where we were going
or would end up, we
sold everything and hit
the road on motorcycles
as a family purposing to
live the life we dreamed.
Camp-ucopia found it's
beginning in the pursuit
of our excitement to see
whether or not we could
create the same meals at camp as we did at home.
This of course meant doing so from the contents of
a motorcycle pannier and with no amenities. What
good is an adventure without a challenge, right?
The methods, ingredients and delicious recipes
found in Camp-ucopia are the result of having
found a way to make those meals happen.
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1~ camp
noun

WHAT IT IS

1

4

the gear suggestions
we find crucial to that
methodology

2

a unique 'light & tight'
packed pantry concept
of staple ingredients for
those recipes

5
6

nutritional suggestions
for quick reference

3

a methodology of
streamlined techniques
for preparing these meals
and camp cooking in
general

7

numerous tips, tricks,
hacks, links and other
resources throughout
aimed at simplifying
and diversifying your
adventure travel meal
times... and of course
make them more

• overnight outdoor

lodging, typically in
tents

2~ cor·nu·co·pi·a
noun

• an abundant supply
of good things of a
specified kind.

3~ camp·u·co·pi·a
noun

• overnight outdoor lodging, featuring
an abundant supply of good things of
a specified kind.

30 delicious, doablein-the-wild recipes as a
breakfast, lunch & dinner
meal plan for 10 days of
adventure travel

shopping & packing
suggestions for these
recipes and any others
you might add to your
meal plan

delicious

CAMP
UCOPIA
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WHY IT IS GOOD
Our recipes and methods were crafted to preserve
the two most precious resources of adventure travel...

TIME & MONEY
The challenge was to do so and not sacrifice eating right
and eating well enough to consistently sustain our active
lifestyle. After several months of trial and error we finally
decoded the mystery that
we now call Camp-ucopia.

An interesting point of view:
In one or two days on the
road this cookbook will
have already saved
you more than
it's cost.

With it we confidently say
that no matter how 'light &
tight' your packing needs
are, Camp-ucopia will get
you to camp earlier, with
your select meals on board
and budget intact.

BY FOOT, WHEEL
OR WHEELS...
While our love for adventure motorcycles is the theme,
the actual content of this cookbook however applies the
same to all adventure travel that requires the lightest
load and most efficient methods to get the job done.
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WHY IT IS NEEDED
There are many resources out there for learning more
about camp cooking, but like all camping related interests,
these resources are generally separated into these two
conventional categories...
1. PRIMITIVE SURVIVAL 2. RECREATIONAL
There are important skill sets in both. However, these
categories do not address the practical needs of modern
day, outdoor-sports-oriented adventure travel camping.
This genre has exploded in recent years and most
of these travelers do not plan on reaching camp and
building a snare in hopes
of rabbit stew--nor plan on
hauling a charcoal grill and
cornhole set into the wild.
They are seeking information
on gear, concepts, methods
& solutions that will help
them form a system that
best insures the highest use
of their time and resources
while traveling.
Camp-ucopia was created
to be a resource for camp cooking and meal planning
information serving exactly that purpose.
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WORD FROM BILLY
I am a horrible cook in the best of situations
and here I am co-authoring a cookbook.
I am not even allowed in most
kitchens for that matter. But hear
me out first...
For starters, I'm the guy that
convinced my wife Bonnie to do
a cookbook. That's got to count
for something. You'll thank me
once you get a real good look at
why I did so.
I have avidly engaged in various
extreme adventure sports for 35
years and counting. These endeavors required of me also
to get very good at minimalist adventure camping. When
those decades of experience met with Bonnie's decades
of experience immersed in her passion for cooking, along
with her own fairly insane travels, a way was made for us
to be able to confidently set about the task of crafting
what we now call Camp-ucopia.

Ride em' like you stole em'

Billy Johnson
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WORD FROM BONNIE
The joy and love of cooking began for me as a young
girl in my grandmothers kitchen. That passion carried
through to working alongside some of the most
celebrated chefs in the southeastern United States and
being an owner/operator of three restaurants.

I can honestly say that
I've never worked one
single day in a kitchen.
Cooking has simply
never been work in
my mind...
Taking that love and knowledge
into the challenges of the wild has
been a life changing experience. We are eternally
grateful that our labors, research and ultimate findings
can bring something valuable to your adventure travel
table as well.

For us... that's the cherry on top.
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"For my part, I travel not to go anywhere
but to go. I travel for travel’s sake.
The great affair is to move."
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

PART
ONE
THE ROAD WISDOM
12
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"For my part, I travel not to go anywhere
but to go. I travel for travel’s sake.
The great affair is to move."
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

So the story goes like this...
Some of the most rewarding, scary, memory making, exhausting,
exhilarating experiences I've had in my life began when I took up
motorcycle adventure touring,,, or as my husband Billy calls it ... "Let's
go camping on the motorcycles."

In May of 2018 we sold our house, all of our belongings and hit the road
on our motorcycles as a family purposing to live the life we dreamed.
We left without knowing exactly where we were going or where we
would end up. If we would stay on the road forever or at some point
settle back into a house. Don't get me wrong I am an adventurer at heart
but I'm also a planner so I knew that the experience would really test
my ability to fly by the seat of my pants. My husband on the other hand
finds comfort in the complete unknown and had been adventure touring
in remote areas for 20+ years and 15 years prior to that traveling the US
by by van rock climbing and mountaineering.

PART
ONE
THE ROAD WISDOM

In life and adventure we have our best laid plans but just like us, you've
probably found along the way that life and adventure does not take in
to account our need for security. It unfolds as it's will and in the end all
of our best laid plans pale in comparison to what it brings to the table.
During our time out in the thick we could always rely on Billy to remind
us all that whatever unexpected situation we found our selves in we
were right where we needed and wanted to be. He used three simple
words...words that became our family motto along the road... Don't Miss
it.

THIS IS
YOUR LIFE
DON'T MISS IT

12

15

19
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"I have a thing for tools."
TIM ALLEN

PART
TWO
TOOLS AND PANTRY
28

YOUR CAMP
KITCHEN
TOOLS

Start with the right tools.
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When our family set off to live on our motorcycles we were winging it in just
about every way. Our cook set up was no exception. My husbands solo cook
set not surprisingly just did not make the cut.
Many mediocre meals, cheap collapsible bowls collapsing at the wrong
time and a dozen broken plastic sporks later I finally knew something had
to give.

"I have a thing for tools."
TIM ALLEN

Through much trial and error I finally found the right tools. They have taken
loads of stress off prepping and cooking delicious hassle-free meals as
well as helped to keep us organized... which as you of course know is vital
out in the wild.

OUR SET UP...

PART
TWO
TOOLS AND PANTRY
28

A Camp Stove and Fuel

A Non-Stick Camp Cook Set

We cook mostly over the campfire just because we love it but at times
depending on wood supply and fire regulations we use our camp stove.
Nothing fancy.

Evernew Titanium Non-Stick DX4 Pot Set...1.9 litre capacity

nonstick pot with pour spout plus non-stick fry pan- an excellent size for 2
to 3 people (fry pan doubles as a lid). Evernew offers larger sizes ( for more
people) that nest inside of each other.

Jet boil Zip Cooking System
Outsmart Ultralight Titanium Gas Stove/ Single burner

This titanium camp cook set can be used on a campfire as well as a camp
stove. The fry pan doubles as a lid which fits on the inside lip of the pot so
no boil overs! It comes with a nylon stuff sack. The added bonus is that its
feather light, weighing in at a whopping 12 ounces. Titanium cookware is
worth every penny.

Before you leave for your trip take a little time to play around with your
camp stove.
Titanium pots are light and thin, with amazing heat distribution so it doesn't
take much of a flame!

MOTO PANTRY
STAPLES

Your Moto pantry is all about shelf life, added flavor and
serve as the foundation of your camp meals and snacks. I also
consider them the backbone of your emergency meals. When all
else fails and you are not able to find stores, you get into camp
late, or you just don't feel like going into town you can still cook
up a simple tasty meal from the ingredients you keep in your moto
pantry. These gems go a long way in preventing the 'hangry' cloud
from settling over your camp.

Although a lot of the ingredients to follow are based on
the recipes in this book they also serve as a bedrock for your
own creative cooking. Before you stock up, go over the recipe
section and decide which ones you are excited about making
and then choose you ingredients accordingly. Take away and
replace ingredients to your own taste. And remember, you don't
have to carry all of them at once, rotate out ingredients such as
pasta, rice, oats depending on availability and what you may be
in the mood for.

34

31
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"I do not stick to rules when cooking.
I rely on my imagination."
AKSHAY KUMAR

PART
THREE
PURE DELICIOUSNESS
44
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN...

"I do not stick to rules when cooking.
I rely on my imagination."

As with any camp cooking meal… getting all of your tools, ingredients and plates
set up ahead of time so your not scrambling at the last minute and leaving your food
on your campfire or stove unattended!

AKSHAY KUMAR

» Set up two fresh salad plates
» Bread of your choice

» Creamy camp mashed potatoes
option (See pg. 00)

MAKIN' CRAB CAKES...

1
2
3

PART
THREE
PURE DELICIOUSNESS
44
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HIGH DESERT
CRAB CAKES

High Dessert Crab Cakes are
a delicious off the beaten path
option for your camp dinner.
They are easy to prepare, cook
and very little cleanup. They can
also be made completely from
your permanent ADV pantry so no trip out to the store for you! Serve your crab cakes
over a fresh salad, make it into a tasty sandwich with your choice of bread or over
creamy camp mashed potatoes.

BREAKFAST
PREP TIME: 20min

•

COOK TIME: 5min

PREP THE CRABMEAT: Drain canned crabmeat and carefully pick out
and shell. (Try to avoid breaking the lumps of crabmeat.) Set aside.
MAKE YOUR REMOULADE SAUCE: In your small ziplock bag combine
Ketchup pack, Mayonnaise pack, Mustard pack, Lemon juice, Sugar or
sweet relish pack, Cajun seasoning to taste. Seal ziplock bag and blend
together all ingredients. Taste and adjust if you need to. Add more tangy
with the lemon juice, more sweet with the sugar or relish, or more spice
with the cajun seasoning. Reseal and set aside in cool place.

4
5
6

MAKE THE PATTIES: Gently fold drained and picked lump crabm
your ziplock bag crushed cracker mixture. NOTE: To avoid b
crabmeat up I gently shake, NOT SQUEEZE, the sealed ziploc
combine and coat all of the crab with the wet mixture. Once
shape the mixture into four small crabby patties.

COOK THE PATTIES: Add enough oil or butter to cover the bo
your camp skillet. You want to fry the crab cakes at about a me
medium high temperature. Because the crabmeat is already
your just aiming for a crispy golden brown crust on each sid
Fry two crab cakes at a time about 2 to 3 minutes per side.

FINALIZE AND ENJOY: Top with drizzle of remoulade sauce an
immediatly.

AND... VIOLA... DESPITE ALL LOGIC AND REAS
YOU ARE EATING CRAB CAKES IN THE DESE

MAKE THE BREADING: In your large ziplock bag crush all crackers
into crumbs. Add one whole egg, Seal the bag and blend with crushed
crackers ( if using OvaEasy Egg Mix add appropriate amount of water
and egg mix to ziplock bag ). Now add in all other ingredients except
for crabmeat and oil. Seal the ziplock bag and gently combine.

PANTRY & MARKET CHECKLIST...
Your Packed Pantry
» Crab meat
» Crackers
» OvaEasy egg mix » Lemon juice
» Condiment
» Mashed Potato
packs
mix
» Oil & Spices

SERVINGS: 2

Local Market Add-Ons
»
»
»
»

Fresh salad mix
Fresh lemon
Fresh Berries
Bread

The Local Market items listed here are not vital to
the recipe but make delicious additions.

INGREDIENTS FOR THE JOB...
Crab Cakes Ingredients...

90

» 6 oz can of white lump crabmeat
» 1 egg or appropriate amount of beaten
“OvaEasy” egg mix
» 18 to 20 crackers of your choice we
use Toasteds Harvest Wheat

LUNCH

» 1/2 condiment pack of dijon or spicy
brown mustard
» 1/2 tablespoon of ADV pantry cajun
seasoning spice mix (for no spice use
your ADV pantry Italian spice mix)
» 1 teaspoon dry parsley flakes
» *Olive
oil124
or butter
for frying
OPTIONAL:
1 TSP fresh
lemon juice or
lemon juice condiment pack

DINNER
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"Anywhere the struggle is great, the level of
ingenuity and inventiveness is high."
Eleni Zaude Gabre-Madhin

PART
FOUR
HACKS LINKS THINKS
156

CONTACT
CampUcopia@gmail.com
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Facebook.com/StoryMotoADV
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